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Let’s define some buzz words



Artificial Intelligence: Intelligence demonstrated by machines, as opposed to the 

natural intelligence displayed by humans. [1]

Natural Language Processing: A subfield of linguistics and computer science 

concerned with the interactions between computers and human language

Natural Language Generation: A subfield of NLP concerned with the generation 

of human language

Machine Learning: Methods that allow a machine to “learn” how to perform a 

task without specifically being programmed how to do so

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence


Neural networks: A class of methods 

composed of artificial neurons or nodes 

[2]

Deep learning: neural networks with 

a lot of layers

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neural_network
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Language Models



What does it mean to “model” something?
Given a stack of blocks, what will likely happen if 
we apply force in this direction?

➔ The blocks will likely fall over

A good model of the world would predict that 
given the direction of the force, the blocks will 
likely fall over



What does it mean to model language?

● Language Models estimate the probability of a sequence of words

● This is easy for humans

○ Not so easy for machines

● Language modelling is the basis for all text generation applications



[LINK]

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.473.9761&rep=rep1&type=pdf


You are now a language model

Examples

1. abab

2. baba

3. ababab

What letter is next?

ba_



You’ve encountered 
language models!

What are other examples?



Which sentence is more probable?

Sentence A

The dog jumped over the fence

Sentence B

Fries Santa cheese dirt hello



Which sentence is more probable?

Sentence A

The dog jumped over the fence

Sentence B

The rock jumped over the fence



Which sentence is more probable?

Sentence A

The dog jumped over the fence

Sentence B

The elephant jumped over the fence



N-Gram Language Model



Some probability notation

P( X ) = the probability of event X

P( X | Y ) = the probability of event X given (or assuming) event Y



What is the probability of a circle?

P (       ) = 
#

# total

P (       ) =              =
2

10

1

5



What is the probability of a sentence?

Corpus

P( “the elephant jumped over the fence”)

# “the elephant jumped over the fence”

# sentences in corpus
=

❓What if this sentence doesn’t exist in the corpus?



💡 Use smaller units

the

elephant

dog

potato

…

walked

jumped

fire

…

over

the

about

…

the

a

an

…
dog

fence

website

…



Use smaller units

the

elephant

jumped

over the

fence

P(“the”)

P(“elephant”|“the”)

P(“jumped”|“the elephant”)

P(“over”|“the elephant jumped”)

P(“the”|“the elephant 
jumped over”)

P(“fence”|“the elephant 
jumped over the”)



Markov assumption

the

elephant

jumped

over the

fence

P(“the”)

P(“elephant”|“the”)

P(“jumped”|“the elephant”)

P(“over”|“the elephant jumped”)

P(“the”|“the elephant 
jumped over”)

P(“fence”|“the elephant 
jumped over the”)



Markov assumption

the

elephant

jumped

over the

fence

P(“the”)

P(“elephant”|“the”)

P(“jumped”|“elephant”)

P(“over”|“jumped”)

P(“the”|“over”)

P(“fence”|“the”)

P(“elephant”|“the”) = 
# “the elephant”

# “the”



How do we use a language model to generate text?

What is the best __________ ?

zodiac 0.1

credit card 0.05

day to book a flight 0.002

Choose the most 
probable word

��



How do we use a language model to generate text?

What is the best __________ ?

zodiac 0.1

credit card 0.05

day to book a flight 0.002

Randomly sample 
a word, weighted 
by probability

��



Demos

N-gram Demo: 

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1IKUNyzmOOm_6nqaLNrtuIiGAKLq8txHD?usp=sharing

GPT-2 Demo: https://transformer.huggingface.co/doc/gpt2-large

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1IKUNyzmOOm_6nqaLNrtuIiGAKLq8txHD?usp=sharing
https://transformer.huggingface.co/doc/gpt2-large


Reading for next week

In 2016, Microsoft’s Racist Chatbot Revealed the Dangers of Online Conversation 

https://spectrum.ieee.org/in-2016-microsofts-racist-chatbot-revealed-the-dangers-of-online-conversation#toggle-gdpr


Slide Credits

● A Visual Introduction to Language Models in NLP (Part 1: Intuition)

● Lena Voita’s NLP Course: Language Modeling

https://www.surgehq.ai/blog/an-introduction-to-language-models-in-nlp-part-1-intuition
https://lena-voita.github.io/nlp_course/language_modeling.html

